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Aistin Blue3 BTL5x1
Bluetooth 5 Development Board

Aistin Blue3 makes low energy battery-powered wireless IoT solutions easy to build. This small and round 
device is only 32 mm in diameter, 27 without the screw pads and trace points. The board is based on the 
new Nordic Semiconductor's nRF52840 controller supporting Bluetooth 5 (Low Energy)/ANT, and provides 
radio connectivity with its integrated crystal antenna and connector for an external antenna. Smart power 
control enables long usage times even with smaller batteries, from days to several months depending on 
your application.

The BTL5x1 board has more sensors, measuring  distance, ambient light and light color, and remotely 
temperature. It's also capable of detecting 3D-acceleration, 3D-magnetism, 3D-rotation, on-board 
temperature, air pressure and optionally humidity, all of this integrated onto the same board. A NFC TAG 
functionality is also introduced at Aistin Blue3. Even more functionality can be obtained by mounting 
different Aistin Add-on Boards from the Aistin family.

Board comes with application  firmware that makes possible to see sensor values instantly with our 
Android application. Other appliction specific sensor logics can be coded in C/C++ if our example cases 
don't suffice your innovative needs. 

Dimensions → Ø 32/27 mm x 4.2 mm (0.6 mm PCB)
Controller → Nordic Semiconductor nRF52840 (SoC)

ARM Cortex-M4F with Bluetooth 5
64 MHz Clock Speed

Memory → 1 MB flash, 256 KB RAM (SoC)
2 Mbits SPI 8/16Mbit Flash memory 

Connectors → 2 x Aistin Bus24 host connector*
Battery and NFC connectors
Micro-USB
Tracing pads
Screw holes for mounting
SWD programming connector

Indicators → 2 x red/green/blue LED
Charging LED

Sensors → 3D-accelerometer, magnetometer, gyroscope,
air pressure, humidity, on-board temperature, 
distance,  remote temperature, 
ambient light sensor, light color sensor 

Other → Programmable switch and power control
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Aistin Blue3
Model BTL5H1 and future models

BTL5H1 features are listed in the table.

Further configurations of the BTL5x1 
board are provided later.

Aistin Bus24 Signal Chart

When building an IoT or wearable device, 
you will probably prefer new features of 
the Bluetooth 5, even 4 times better range 
/ 4 time better throughput.  BTL5x1 will 
also support upcoming BT5.1 MESH. 

Aistin Blue3 provides exceptional 
possibilities for very accurate 3D 
acceleration measurements and variable 
other sensor solutions.

Aistin Blue3 supports firmware updating over-the-air via 
Bluetooth, by using e.g. the iOS and Android applications. 

Software development tools are provided for free by 
Nordic Semiconductor. Also ARM MBED tools can be used.

Aistin Bus24 is an open standard and includes all 
necessary signals for further expanding the board's 
capabilities. The primary and alternative pin usages are 
shown in the chart.
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Accelerometer

KX122 http://www.kionix.com

Accelerometer with magnetometer

KMX62 http://www.kionix.com

Accelerometer with gyroscope

KXG03 http://www.kionix.com

Distance

VL53L0CXV0DH/1 http://www.st.com

Humidity sensors

HTS211* http://www.st.com

SHT31-DIS https://www.sensirion.com/en/environmental-sensors/humidity-sensors

Barometers

LPS25HB* http://www.st.com

BM138AGLV http://www.rohm.com

Ambient light and light color

BH1745NUC-E2           http://www.rohm.com

Remote temperature

TMP006AIYZFR http://www.ti.com

2 Mbits SPI Flash memory 8/16 Mbit 

*These sensors can be mounted instead of the default ones on-demand.
Ask us for more information.
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